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FUNCTIONS IN THE FRESNEL CLASS

OF AN ABSTRACT WIENER SPACE

J.M. AHN*, G.W. JOHNSON AND D.L. SKOUG

o. Introduction

Abstract Wiener spaces have been of interest since the work of Gross
in the early 1960's (see [18]) and are currently being used as a frame
work for the Malliavin calculus (see the first half of [20]) and in the
study of the Fresnel and Feynman integrals. It is this last topic which
concerns us in this paper.

The Feynman integral arose in nonrelativistic quantum mechanics
and has been studied, with a variety of different definitions, by math
ematicians and, in recent years, an increasing number of theoretical
physicists. The Fresnel integral has been defined in Hilbert space [1],
classical Wiener space [2], and abstract Wiener space [13] settings and
used as an approach to the Feynman integral. Such approaches have
their shortcomings; for example, the class of functions that can be dealt
with is somewhat limited. However, these approaches also have some
distinct advantages including the fact, seen most clearly in [14], that
several different definitions of the Feynman integral exist and agree.

A key hypothesis in most of the theorems about the Fresnel and
Feynman integrals is that the functions involved are in the 'Fresnel
class' of the Hilbert space being used. Theorem 2 below is a general
result insuring membership in :F(B), the Fresnel class of an abstract
Wiener space B. :F(B) consists of all 'stochastic Fourier transforms'
of certain Borel measures of finite variation. (Precise definitions will
be given in Section 1 below.)

A surprising number of consequences follow from Theorem 2; indeed,
the rest of this paper after Theorem 2 consists of eleven corollaries.
Corollaries 3 through 7 are in the setting of classical Wiener space
and show, in conjunction with Corollary 1, that various functions of
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interest in quantum mechanics, are in the Fresnel class of the classical
abstract Wiener space. We should mention that all of the corollaries
of [6] could have been included in this paper although they are not.

Corollaries 9, 10, and 11 in Section 4 illustrate how Theorem 2 can be
applied to abstract Wiener spaces and associated Gaussian stochastic
processes other than the classical Wiener process. The processes in
volved are, respectively, the n parameter Wiener process, the Brownian
bridge, and a family of processes described in [20, pp.7-9]. We include,
without proof, the necessary background information concerning these
processes. Corollary 8, the first corollary of Section 4, is in the set
ting of the classical abstract Wiener space but is very different from
the other corollaries in this paper and from all of the corollaries in the
earlier work [4;6].

We close this introduction by remarking that the results of [4] which
are in the Hilbert space setting of [1] are less directly comparable to the
present paper than are the results of [6]. The Hilbert space and Wiener
space settings are closely related however as was shown in [10] and [13]
in the classical and abstract Wiener space settings, respectively.

1. Definitions and preliminaries

Let H be a real separable infinite dimensional Hilbert space with
inner product h,} and norm 1·1. Let p be the cylinder set measure on
H defined by

p(A) = (21r)-n/2Lexp {_1~2}dx,

where A =P-1(E), E is a Borel set in the image of an n-dimensional
projection P in H and dx is Lebesgue measure in P(H). A norm
1/·1/0 on H is called measurable if for every € > 0 there exists a finite
dimensional projection Po such that p({x EH: IIpxllo > €}) < €
whenever P is a finite dimensional projection orthogonal to Po. It is
known (see [18]) that H is not complete with respect to .11 . 110' Let B
denote the completion of H with respect to 11·110' Let i denote the
natural injection from H into B. The adjoint operator i* is one-to-one
and maps B* continuously onto a dense subset of H*. By identifying
H* with H and B* with i*B*, we have a triple B* c H* == H C B
and (x,y) = (x,y) for all x in H any y in B*, where (".) denotes the
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natural dual pairing between B and B*. By a well-known result of
Gross, po i-I has a unique countably additive extension v to the Bore!
O'-algebra B(B) of B. The triple (B,H,v) is called an abstract Wiener
space, and the Hilbert space H is called the generator of (B,H,v).
Given an arbitrary real separable Banach space B with norm 11·110, and
a countably additive Gaussian measure von (B, B(B», it is known that
there exists a Hilbert space H such that H ~ B, B is the completion
of H under 11 ·110' the norm 11·110 is a {neasurable norm on H with
respect to the canonical normal distribution p and v = po i-I. For
more details, see Kuo [18].

Let {ej} denote a complete orthonormal system on H such that the
e;'s are in B*. For each h E H and x E B, define a stochastic inner
product (.,.)- between B and H as follows:

if the limit exists

otherwise.

It is well-known that for every h E H, (x, h) exists for v-almost all
x in B and is a Borel measurable function on B having a Gaussian
distribution with mean zero and variance Ih12 • Furthermore, it is easy
to show that (x, hf equals (x, h) almost everywhere on B if h E B*.
Note that if both h and x are in H, then (x, h) = {x, h}.

Let M(H) denote the space of complex-valued countably additive
measures defined on B(H), the Borel class of H. A complex-valued
countably additive measure p necessarily has finite total variation IIpll
[19, p.119]. Under the norm 11·11 and with convolution as multiplication,
M(H) is a commutative Banach algebra with identity [1, p.17].

Given two complex-valued functions F and G on B, we say that
F = G s-almost sw-ely (F ~ G) if for ~h a > 0, v( {x E B IP(ax) 1=
G(ax)}) = 0, where v is an abstract Wiener measure. For a function F
on B, we will denote by [F] the equivalence class offunetions G which
are equal to F s-a.e., i.e., [F] = {G IG = F s-a.s.} = {GI G ~ F}.

We will now introduce the Fresnel class :F(B) of functions on B. The
space :F(B) is defined as the space of all stochastic Fourier transforms
of elements of M(H), i.e., :F(B) = ([F] IF(x) = fH exp(i(x, h))dp(h),
x E B, p E M(H)}. As is customary, we will often identify a nmc
tion with its s-equivalence class and think of :F(B) as a collection of
functions on B rather than as a collection of equivalence classes.
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It is well-known (see [13, 14]) that :F(B) is a Banach algebra with
the norm IIFII = IIplI and the mapping p 1-+ F is a Banach algebra
isomorphism, where p is related to F by

F(x) = Lexp{i(x, hf}dp(h), x E B, pE M(H).

~

Although it will not be a direct concern of this paper, we note that
for each F in :F(B), the analytic Feynman integral, the sequential
Feynman integral and the Fresnel integral of F all exist [14J and are
given by fHexp{-ilhI2}dp(h).

2. Functions in :F(B): a general theorem

We begin by quoting an Unsymmetric Fubini Theorem from [4,
pp.310-311] which we use to prove our main theorem.

THEOREM 1. Let (t'; Y, 77) be a measure space, where 77 is either
a nonnegative, u-finite measure or a complex-valued measure, and let
(Z,Z) be a measurable space. For 177I-a.e. y, let v y be a complex
valued measure on (Z,Z). Suppose that for any E in Z, vy(E) is
Y-measurable function of y. Then .

A. for any E in Y x Z, vy(E(Y) is Y-measurable where E(y) is
the y-section of E, and

B. for any bounded, complex-valued, Y x Z-measurable function
8 on Y X Z, fz 8(y, z)dvy(z) is a Y-measurable functions ofy.

Ifwe add the assumption that IIVyll ::; hey), where h is in Ll(y, Y, 1771),
and define p on Y x Z by the formula

(2.1)

then

c. P is a complex-valued, countably additive measure on Y X Z
with IIplI ::; IIhlh, and

D. H8(y, z) is bounded and YxZ-measurable, then fz 8(y, z)dvy(z)
is in L 1 (y, Y, \771), and we have
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(2.2) i [l O(y,Z)dVy(Z)] dTJ(Y) = ixz O(y,z)dp(y,z).

We are now ready to establish the general theorem discussed in the
introduction. This theorem shows (as we will see in the next section)
that :F( B) contains many functions of interest in connection with Feyn
man integration theory and quantum mechanics.

THEOREM 2. (1) Let (B, H, v) be an abstract Wiener space.
(2) Let (Y, Y, TJ) be a measure space, where TJ is either a nonnegative,

a-finite measure or a complex-valued measure.
. (3) Let <Pj : Y -+ H be Y - B(H)-measurable for j = 1,2"" , d.

(4) Let 0 : Y x R d -+ C be given by O(y;·) = vy('), where vy is in
M(Rd) for every y in Y, and where the family {vy : y E Y} satisfies
(i) vy(E) is a Y-measurable function of y for every E in B(Rd), and
(ii) Ilvyll is in Ll(y, Y, ITJI).

Under these hypotheses, f: B -+ C given by

(2.3) f(x):= i O(y;((x,<Pl(y)f, .. · , (x, <Pd(y)f))dTJ(Y)

belongs to F( B) and satisfies the inequality

(2.4)

Proof. Using techniques similar to those used in [4) we can show that
Ilvyll is measurable as a function of y, that 0 is Y X B(Rd)-measurable,
and that the integrand in equation (2.3) is a measurable function of y
for every x in B.

To show that f given by (2.3) belongs to :F(B) we need to show
that there exists a measure Jl. in M(H) such that for each a > 0,

j1(ax):=1exp{i(ax, hf}dJl.(h)

equals f (a x) for a.e. x in B. First, we use Theorem 1 to define a
measure p on Y X B(Rd ) by letting

p(E):= i vy(E<Y»)dTJ(Y)
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for each set E in Y X B(Rd). Note that, by C of theorem 1, p satisfies

(2.5)

Next we define ep : Y X Rd ~ H by

ep(y; (Vb'" , Vd» := VI cPI (y) +... +VdcPd(Y)·

Then, using hypothesis (3), we see that ep is Y X B(Rd ) - B(H)
measurable. Finally we define It as the image measure It := po ep-I.
Then clearly It is in M(H) and satisfies HltH ::; HpH. Hence (2.4) will
follow immediately from (2.5) once we show that I ~ p.

It remains only to show that for every a > 0, p(ax) = I(ax) for
a.e. x in B. But using the Change of Variables Theorem and equation
(2.2) above, we see that for a.e. x E B,

(2.6)

j1(ax) =Lexp{i(ax,hf}dlL(h)

=Lexp{ia(x, hf}d(p 0 ep-I )(h)

= f exp{ia(x,<fl(Y;(VI"" ,vd»ndp(y,(vI,'" ,Vd»
}YXRd

= f exp{ia(x, VIcPI(Y) +... +VdcPd(y)f}dp(y, (VI,'" ,Vd»
}YXRd

= f exp{ia{(v}, ... ,Vd),«X,cPI(y)f,··· ,(X,cPd(Y»)}}
}YXRd

dp(y, (VI,' .. ,Vd»

= [ {Ld exp{ia{(vI,'" , Vd), ((x, cPI(Y)f,,,, , (x, cPd(Y))}}

dVy(VI,··· ,vd)}d~(Y)

= [vy«ax,cPI(Y»-"" ,(ax,cPd(y»)d~(y)

= [B(Y; «ax, cPI(Y»"" ,(ax, cPd(y»)d~(y)

= I(ax).
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Thus f is in :F(B) which completes the proof of Theorem 2.

3. Corollaries of Theorem 2

The corollaries and remarks in this section and the next show that
Theorem 2 has many consequences. Our first result comes from the fact
that :F(B) is a Banach algebra. This corollary is relevant to quantum
mechanics where exponential functions play a prominent role. In fact,
in several of the later corollaries, it is the exponential of the function
considered which is physically relevant. In light of Corollary 1, it will
not be necessary to mention that every time.

COROLLARY 1. Let f be as in Theorem 2 and let 9 be an entire
function on C. Then (g 0 f)(x) is in :F(B). In particular, exp{f(x)} is
in :F(B).

COROLLARY 2. Let (B,H,v) be an abstract Wiener space and let
{hI, ... ,hd} be a finite subset ofH. Given t/J = p where fJ. is in M (Rd),
define it : B --+ C by

(3.1)

Then it belongs to :F(B).

Proof. Let (Y, y, 77) be a probability space and for i = 1, ... ,d, let
4>i(Y) == hi. Take O(y;·) = t/JO = pc.). then for all a> 0 and for a.e.
x E B,

i O(y; ((ax, 4>1(Y)Y,··· ,(ax, 4>d(y)Y»d77(Y)

= i t/J((ax, 4>1(Y)Y,··· ,(ax, 4>d(y)Y)d77(Y)

= i t/J(a((x, 4>1(Y)Y,··· ,(x, 4>d(y»)d77(Y)

= t/J(a((x,hly,··· ,(x,hdn)
= fl(ax).

Hence it belongs to :F(B).
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The remaining corollaries in this section and the first corollary in the
next will all be in the setting of classical abstract Wiener space. It is
this space (and variations of it) that has been used in the applications
of the Fresnel integral to nonrelativistic quantum mechanics. The case
of multiple space dimensions can be dealt with as we will illustrate in
the last result of this section. However, we concentrate, for the sake of
simplicity, on the case of one space dimension, and we now introduce
the appropriate abstract Wiener space (Bo, Ho, vo).

Fix t > °and let Ho = Ho [0, t] be the space of real-valued functions
, on [0, t] which are absolutely continuous, which vanish at 0, and
whose derivative D, is in £2[0, t]. The inner product on Ho is given
by

(3.2) . (,,(3}Ho = I t

(D,)(S)(D(3)(S)dS.

It is well known that Ho is a separable Hilbert space over R.
It will be helpful to introduce the family of functions {,T I0 ~ T ~ t}

from Ho:

(3.3) {
S, °~ S ~ T,res) =
T, T ~ S ~ t.

These functions have the reproducing property,

(3.4)

IT we let Bo be the space Co[0, t] of all continuous functions x on [0, t]
which vanish at 0 and equip B o with the sup norm, then (Bo, Ho, vo)
is well known [18] to be an abstract Wiener space where Vo is the
classical Wiener measure. Note that 'T(S) = mines, T), the covariance
function associated with the classical Wiener process. In fact, here and
in all of the corollaries to follow, the generating Hilbert space is the
reproducing kernel Hilbert space, RKHS, of the process. See [12] for
a discussion of the role of RKHS's in the study of Gaussian processes.
We mention that in [12], the parameter space of a RKHS is allowed to
be a complete separable metric space. However, in our corollaries, the
parameter space will be either [0, t] or [0, t]n .
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Before proceeding to the corollaries, we mention that all the results
of [6] are implied by Theorem 2. This may not be immediately trans
parent to the reader because the emphasis in [6] was on several space
dimensions rather than on one and also because we have chosen not to
give all the corollaries in [6] in the present paper. More importantly,
the Hilbert space L2 [0, t] was used in [6] rather than Ho. However,
when one takes into account the fact that the differentiation map D is
a unitary operator identifying the Hilbert spaces Ho and L 2 [0, tl, one
see that this difference is just a matter of appearance. We should also
mention that the notation S(l) was used in [6] rather than F(Bo).

REMARK. When H is a RKHS, the reproducing property h, "Yr} H =
"Y( r) often carries over to the 'stochastic inner product' in the sense that

(3.5) (X,"YrY = x(r) for s - a.e. x E B.

Even in cases where (3.5) fails (or is not known) to hold, it is reasonable
to regard (x, "YT Yas a replacement for the point evaluation x(r).

In the quantum mechanical setting, the function 'l/J in the corollary
immediately below is interpreted as the initial state of the quantum
system.

COROLLARY 3. Let'l/J = jJ, where J1 is in M(R) and define h : Bo -+

C by the fonnula

(3.6) hex) := 'l/J((x,"Yt)) = 'l/J(x(t))

where "Yt is given by (3.3). Then h belongs to F(Bo).

Proof. Apply Theorem 2 after making the following choices: B =
Bo, (Y, y, 1]) = ([0, t], BOO, tn, 11) where 1] is any probability measure,
d = 1, <PI(r) == "Yt for 0 ~ r ~ t and 8(r;·) = jJ,(.) for °~ r ~ t. With
these choices, the right-hand side of (2.3) becomes

and so we have the desired result.
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COROLLARY 4. Let 8 = fi, where J.l is in M(R) and define fa : Bo ---+

C by the fonnula

(3.7) h(x):= it 8((X'Trndr = it 8(x(r))dr

where Tr is given by (3.3). Then fa belongs to :F(Bo).

Proof. Take B, Y, Y, and d as in the proof of Corollary 3. Let 8 = jJ,
and let fJ be Lebesgue measure on [0, t]. Finally, let 4>1 (r) = Tr for°S r S t. Then the right-hand side of (2.3) becomes

it 8(r;(X,4>1(r)ndr = it 8((X'Tr»)dr = hex),

and so we have the desired result.

The function 8 in Corollary 4 is interpreted as the potential energy
in the quantum mechanical setting. The most common function of
concern in nonrelativistic quantum mechanics sends x in Bo to

exp{it 8(x(r) )dr}?jJ(x(t)).

Corollaries 3 and 4 combine with the fact that :F(Bo) is a Banach
algebra to give us conditions on 8 and ?jJ under which the function
above is in :F(Bo).

In Corollary 4, the potential is time-independent. However, time
dependent potentials are also of interest and are the subject of the
next corollary. In addition, we replace Lebesgue measure on [0, t] with
a Borel measure fJ.

COROLLARY 5. Let fJ be a Borel measure on [0, t] and let 8 : [0, t] x
R ---+ C be given by 8(r,·) = fi,r(-) where JLr is in M(R) for evezy r
in [0, t] and where the family {JLr I°.::; r .::; t} satisfies: (i) JLr(E) is a
Bore1 measurable function of r for every E in S(R), and (ii) IIJLrll is
integrable over [0, t] with respect to the measure fJ. Define 14 : B o ---+ C
by

(3.8)
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Then 14 belongs to :F(Bo).

Proof. Take B = Ba, Y = [0, t], y = 13([0, tD and d = 1 as above,
and let ~} (T) = IT ; let '1 and 8 be as in the statement of this corollary.
Now apply Theorem 2 as usual.

REMARK. Of course, Lebesgue measure on [0, tJ is one of the choices
of '1 in Corollary 5.

'Potentials' involving a double (or multiple) dependence on time are
of interest. One way such potentials arise is in interacting systems
when the coordinates associated with one particle are integrated out.
Indeed, this possibility was discussed in Feynman's original paper [8,
Section 13J. Situations involving more than one parameter seem to be
appearing with increasing frequency in the recent physical literature.
See [15J for an example of this and for further references. Our next
corollary is in the setting of n 'time' parameters.

COROLLARY 6. Let 8: [0, t]n X Rn ~ C be given by 8((T1,··· ,Tn);
(., ... ,.)) = fJ,( Tl ,'" ,Tn)(·' ... ,.), where JJ(T! ," ,Tn) is in M(Rn

) for every
(T}, ..• ,Tn) in [O,t]n and where the family {JJ(T!, ... ,Tn) I(T},··· ,Tn) E
[O,t]n} satisfies: (i) JJ(Tl, ... ,Tn)(E) is a Borel measurable function of
(T},··· ,Tn ) for every E in B(Rn), and (ii) IIJJ(T" ... ,Tn)1I is integrable
over [0, t]n with respect to I'll where '1 is a Borel measure on [0, t]n.
Define Is : Ba ~ C by

(3.9)

Is(x):= it ···it

8((T}, ... ,Tn);(X(Td,··· ,X(Tn)))

d1J(T},··· ,Tn ).

Then Is belongs to :F(Bo).

Proof. Apply Theorem 2 with Y = [0, tJn, Y = 8([0, tJn), d = n,
~j(T},··· ,Tn ) = ITj for j = 1,··· ,n. The other choices are clear.

In our final corollary in this section, we illustrate how the case of
mul~:;::~ space dimensions can be dealt with. Let n be a positive integer
great than 1. Here we will take B = Br; = er; [0, t] and let v be the
product, vo, of n copies ofWiener measure. Thus (B, v) is the classical
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Wiener space of paths in Rn. The Hilbert space H will be taken as
Hr;, the product of n copies of Ho, with the inner product given by

(3.10)
n

(({b'" 'In),({3l,'" ,{3n»)Ho= ·'[:)lj,{3j)Ho.
j=l

(Br; , Hr; , vo) is an abstract Wiener space; in fact, it is the classical
abstract Wiener space in n dimensions. It turns out that the stochastic
inner product acting on x = (Xl,··· ,xn) in Boand I = (11,'·' 'In)
in Ho is given. by

(3.11)
n

(x'lf = Z)xj'ljf
j=l

The corollary to follow is an n space dimension version of Corollary
4.

COROLLARY 7. Let (Bo' Ho, vr;) be as above and take B= fi where
Jl. is in M(Rn). Then 16 defined by the formula

(3.12)

belongs to F(Bo).
Proof. We take B = Br;, H = Hr;, v = vo, Y = [O,t], and y =

8([0, t]). Further, let TJ be Lebesgue measure and B( '1",.) = fiO. Finally,
take d = n and let tPj( '1") (j = 1",· ,n) be the function from [0, t] to
Hr; which is 0 except in the jth component where it is IT as defined in
(3.3). An application of Theorem 2 now assures us that 16 is in F(Br;).

We remind the reader that all of the corollaries from [6] which assure
us that functions are in S(n )(= F(Br;») are consequences of Theorem
2 of this paper.

4. Further corollaries of Theorem 2

Our first corollary in this section is still in the setting of the classical
abstract Wiener space (Bo, Ho, vo) but is of a quite different character
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than any of the corollaries in Section 3 or in either of the earlier papers
[4,6]. Chang, Johnson, and Skoug concentrated in [6] on corollaries
where the first action on x in Bo = Co [0, t] involved the evaluation of
x at a point in [0, t]. Corollary 8 below demonstrates that there are
other possibilities even in the setting of [6]. The inner function acting
on x in formula (4.3) below can be viewed as an integral operator with
kernel g. In the special case where g(s, y) = g(s) is independent of y
(4.3) takes the form

(4.1) f(x) = i 9(Yi Lt g(s)x(s)ds)d77(Y)·

The choice 9 == 1 produces the function

(4.2) f(x) = i 9(y; Lt x(s)ds)d77(Y),

whereas, if 9 is nonnegative and has Ll-norm equal to one, then the
inner integral in (4.1) is a weighted average of x.

COROLLARY 8. Let (B,H,v) = (Co[O,t], Ho[O,t], vo) be the clas
sical example of an abstract Wiener space and let (Y, Y, 77) and 9 :
Y x R -+ C satisfy hypotheses (2) and (4), respectively, of Theorem
2. Finally, let 9 : [0, t] x Y -+ R be 8([0, tD x Y-measurable and
be such that g(., y) E L1 [0, t] for every y E Y. Then the function
f : Co [0, t] -+ C defined by

(4.3) f(x):= [9(Yi l t

g(s,y)x(s)ds)d77(Y)

belongs to F(Co{Q,t))(= F(B)).

Proof. Given 9 satisfying the hypotheses, let

(4.4) t/J(s,y):= -18

g(r,y)dr +l t

g(r,y)dr,

where (s,y) E [O,t] x Y. As a function of s,t/J(s,y) is absolutely con
tinuous on [0, t] and ot/7t'y) = -g(s, y) for Lebesgue - a.e. s in [0, t].
Also t/J(t,y) = °for every y in Y. Now let

(4.5) f3(s,y):= 18

t/J(r,y)dr, (s,y) E [O,t] x Y.
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Note that 8,8~;y) = t/J(s, y) is in L2 [0, t] as a function of s for every
yE Y. Also, j3(O,y) = °so that j3(.,y) is in Ho[O,t] for every y in Y.

We are now prepared to define 4> : Y -+ Ho [0, tD. Simply take

(4.6) 4>(y):= j3(.,y).

We need to show first that 4> is Y - B(Ho[O, tD-measurable. Since
H = Ho [0, t] is separable, it suffices [9, Corollary 2 on p.73] to show
that for every i E Ho, {4>(y),i}Ho is measurable as a function of y.
However,

(4.7) {4>(y),i}Ho = (13(·,Y),i(·)}Ho

= / 813(·,Y), (Di)(.))
\ 8s £2[o,t]

= (t/J(., y), (Di)(·)}P[O,tj

= it t/J(s,y)(Di)(s)ds,

and the last expression in (4.7) is measurable as a function of y since
g(s, y) and hence t/J(s, y) are jointly measurable and t/J(., y) and (Di)(·)
are both in L 2 [0, t].

We have just seen that hypothesis (3) of Theorem 2 holds, and so
it follows that the function

X t-+ i B(y; (x, 4>(y)))dTJ(y)

belongs to F(Co [0, tD. To finish the proof, it suffices to show that

(4.8) (x,4>(y) =it g(s,y)x(s)ds.

First we will do the formal calculation which yields (4.8) and then we
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will comment on the validity of some of the steps.

(4.9) - - it 0[3(s y) -
(x,lj>(y)) = (x,[3(-,y)) = 0 as' dx(s)

=it 'ljJ(s, y)dx(s) = it 'ljJ(s, y)dx(s)

= 'ljJ(t,y)x(t) - 'ljJ(O,y)x(O) -it x(s)d'ljJ(s,y)

=_ tx(s)o'ljJ(s'Y)ds
10 os

= it g(s,y)x(s)ds.

The integral on the right-hand side of the fourth equality in (4.9) is a
Riemann-Stieltjes integral which exists since 'ljJ(', y) is absolutely con
tinuous and so of bounded variation on [0, tJ. It is known that such
a Riemann-Stieltjes integral is equal s - a.e. to the stochastic (i.e.,
Paley-Wiener-Zygmund) integral [6] on the left-hand side of the fourth
equality. The fifth equality comes from the integration by parts for
mula for Riemann-Stieltjes integrals and the last equality holds since*= -g(s,y).

We now leave the setting of classical Wiener space Bo(or Bo). Our
next corollary is the analogue of Corollary 5 for 'n-parameter Wiener
space' Bn,o. We simply state the facts about n-parameter Wiener space
which we will need. Bn,o = Co [0, t]n consists of all R-valued continuous
functions x on [O,t]n such that X(T1"" ,Tn) = °whenever at least one
of T1, ... ,Tn equals 0. We consider Bn,o as equipped with the sup norm
under which it is a Banach space. Let Vn,o denote n-parameter Wiener
measure on (Bn,o, B(Bn,o)).

The 2-parameter Wiener space (Co[O,tF, B(Co[0,tF),V2,O) is often
called Yeh-Wiener space, and the sample functions x in Co [O,tj2 are
often referred to as Browruan surfaces or Brownian sheets.

The covariance function of the n-parameter Wiener process is the
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(4.10)

function sending «T},'" ,Tn),(S},'" ,sn)) E [O,t]n x [O,t]n into

n

IT min(Tj,Sj).
j=1

We now describe the RKHS of this process. Let Hn,o = Hn,o[O, t]n
denote the set of all functions, : [0, t]n -+ R for which there exists g
in L2 [0, t]n such that for all (s}, ... ,sn) E [0, t]n ,

,(S}," . ,sn) = l s1

••• l sn

g(T},'" ,Tn)dTn '" dTl.

It is apparent that ,(0,S2'''' ,sn) = ,(S},0,S3'''' ,sn) = '" 
,(s},'" ,sn-},O) = °for all (S1,'" ,sn) in [O,t]n and it is not hard

an
to show that as

1
.Js

n
exists an equals g(s}, ... ,sn) for almost every

(S1, ... ,sn) in [0, t]n. The inner product on H n,O is defined by

(4.11)

it it [ an
"{ ]{r,fJ)Hn,o := ... a a° 0· SI'" Sn

Then Hn,o, equipped with this inner product, is a separable Hilbert

space over R. The family of functions {'(T1, ... ,Tn) : (T},'" ,Tn ) E

[0, t]n} from Hn,o defined by

(4.12)
n

I(T1,···,Tn )(Sl,··· ,sn):= IT min(Sj,Tj)
j=1

has the reproducing property

(4.13)

In fact, the triple (Bn,o, Hn,o, vn,o) is an abstract Wiener space [7, 16]
and the reproducing property carries over to Bn,o x Hn,o in the sense
that

(4.14)
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COROLLARY 9. Let (Bn,o, Hn,o, vn,o) be the abstract Wiener space
associated with the n-parameter Wiener process as described above.
Let 8: [o,t]n x R -4 C be given by8((Tb··· ,Tn);-) = JLh,. .. ,rn )(-)

where J.t(r1,. .. ,rn ) is in M(R) for every (Tb··· ,Tn) E (o,t]n and where
the family {J.t( r1 ,. .. ,rn ) : (Tb· .. , Tn) E [0, tl n} satisfies: (i) J.t(r1 ,... ,rn )(E)
is a Borel measurable ftUlction of(Tb··· ,Tn) for every E in B(R), and
(ii) 1IJ.t( r1 ,··.,rn) 11 E L1([0, t]n, 11]1) where 1] is a Bore1 measure on [0, t]n.
Define h : Bn,o -4 C by

(4.15) f7(X):= l t ···It

8((T},··. ,Tn);X(Tl,· .. ,Tn))d1](Tl, ... ,Tn).

Then h belongs to F(Bn,o) = F(Co[O,t]n).

Proof. Apply Theorem 2 with the abstract Wiener space taken as
above and with Y = [0, t]n, Y = B([O, t]n), d = 1, and 4>1(Tb··· ,Tn) =
'(r1,. .. ,rn ) where '(rl,. .. ,rn ) is given by (4.12).

Our next to last corollary will be the analogue of Corollary 5 for
the Brownian bridge stochastic process. Let Bo,o = Co,o(O, t] be the
space of all R - valued continuous ftUlction x on (0, t] such that x(O) =
x(t) = o. Under the sup norm, Bo,o is a Banach space. Let Vo,O be the
probability measure on (Bo,o, B(Bo,o)) corresponding to the Brownian
bridge process. The covariance function of this process [17, p.753] maps
(T, s) E (0, t] x [0, t] into .

min(T,s) - STJt.

The associated RKHS Ho,o = Ho,o(O, t] consists of all R-valued abso
lutely continuous functions, on [0, t] such that ,(0) = ,et) = 0 and
D, E L 2 (0, t]. The inner product on Ho,o is given by

(4.16)

and Ho,o is a separable Hilbert space over R under this inner product.
The family of functions {Tr : T E [0, t]} from Ho,o defined by

(4.17) ,reS) = min(T,s) - STJt
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has the reproducing property

(4.18)

Further, the triple (Bo,o,Ho,o,vo,o) is an abstract Wiener space (17]
and we have

(4.19) (X,'Yr)- = x(r) for s -a.e. x in Bo,o.

COROLLARY 10. Let (Bo,o,Ho,o,vo,o) be the abstract Wienerspace
associated with the Brownian bridge process as just described. Let
8 : [0, t] x R ~ C be given by B(rj .) = fir(·) where pr is in M(R) for
every r in [0, t] and where the family {Pr: r E [0, tn satisfies:

(i) pr(E) is a Bore1 measurable function of r for every E in 8(R),
and

(ii) IIPrll E L 1«(0,t], 17]1) where 7] is a Borel measure on [O,t]. Let
Is : Bo,o ~ C be given by

(4.20) Is(x) := l t

8(r; x(r »d7](r).

Then Is is in F(Bo,o) = F(Co,o(O,tJ).

Proof. The result is a consequence of Theorem 2 and the proof fol
lows a pattern which should by now be clear.

Our last corollary is based on Example 1.2 in Watanabe's book [20,
pp.7-9]. His 'example' is actually a rather large family of examples.
Watanabe considers the case of an arbitrary finite number of space
dimensions and an arbitrary finite number of 'time' parameters. We
will simplify matters by taking both of these numbers equal to one.

Let I be the interval [0, t] and let p be a positive integer. Suppose
that K is an R-valued, symmetric, nonnegative definite function (or
kernel) on I x I having 2p continuous derivatives and satisfying the
following condition: There exists 6 E (0,1] and c > 0 such that
(4.21)

I(D~D~K)(s, s) + (D~D~K)(r, r) - 2(D~D~K)(s, r)1 ::; c\s - rl2t5
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for all (s, T) E I X I. Now given 0 ~ € ~ 1 and any function x on I
possessing p continuous derivatives, let
(4.22)

IIxll t:= ~{maxl(DQx)(s)l+sup I(DOx)(s)-(DOx)(T)I}
p, L...J sEl s TEl Is - Tlf

Q=O '
S#T

and let

(4.23) Cp,f = C P..
t (1) = {x : IIxllp,t < oo}.

Now (CP,f, 11 . IIp,f) is a Banach space. Also, it is known [20, p.8] that
for any E, °~ E < 8, there exists a mean zero Gaussian measure Vp,f on
(CP,f, B(CP,f)) having K( s, T) as its covariance function. Further, the
RKHS Hp,f = Hp,f (1) associated with K is such that (CP,f, HP,\ Vp,t)
is an abstract Wiener space [20, p.8]. We remark that to obtain the
space Hp,f, one begins by defining an inner product on the vector space
of all finite linear combinations of functions of the form K( s, .); given

nl n2 n2

two such functions, LakK(Sk") and Lb/K(T/,.) = LbIK(',Ti),
k=1 /=1 /=1

take their inner product to be
nl n2

L L akb/K(Sk, T/).
k=1 1=1

The Hilbert space Hp,f is the completion of this inner product space.
If we let IT = K(·, T) for every T E I, then we have (as usual)

(4.24)

for every I E HP,f. In this setting, we are not sure that the equality
(X'ITY = X(T) holds S -a.e., and so the expression (X'ITY appears in
the statement of the corollary rather than x(T). Here, for simplicity,
we choose to give an analogue of Corollary 4 although an analogue of
Corollary 5 could be given just as was done in Corollary 10.

COROLLARY 11. Let (CP,f, Hp,f, Vp,f) be the abstract Wiener space
described above. Let (} = P, where J.l is in M(R). Define 19 : Cp,f -+ C
by the formula

(4.25)
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Then f9 belongs to :F(CP,E).
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